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Association of Mortgage Intermediaries’ response to HMT The Appointed 

Representatives Regime Call for Evidence 

 

This response is submitted on behalf of the Association of Mortgage Intermediaries (AMI) and the 
Association of Finance Brokers (AFB).  AMI is the trade association representing over 80% of UK 
mortgage intermediaries.  AFB sits within AMI and represents second charge (formerly secured loan) 
brokers. 

Intermediaries active in this market act on behalf of the consumer in selecting an appropriate lender 
and product to meet the individual consumer’s mortgage requirements.  AMI members also provide 
access to associated protection products.  AFB members also provide access to unsecured products. 

Our members are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) to carry out 
mortgage, insurance mediation and consumer credit activities.  Firms range from sole traders through 
to national firms and networks, with thousands of advisers.  

Our view 

Introduction 

AMI is grateful to have the opportunity to respond to this Call for Evidence. We would be grateful for 
our comments in this section to be considered alongside our responses to the set questions. 

We would like to thank the HM Treasury policy team for the opportunity to discuss the key attributes of 
mortgage intermediary networks and their appointed representative structures. We appreciate being 
able to share the supervision and control models which exist in this sector. 

We have responded based on the likely impacts on networks and appointed representative firms in the 
mortgage advice sector and chosen not to respond more widely. We have also focussed our response 
on the impacts of change on the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and how it has and intends to 
regulate the mortgage and protection sectors. 
 

AMI represents a wide range of firms of different sizes and structures, including firms with ARs, IARs 
and those that operate a network model. Mortgage networks span those with a small number of 
Appointed Representatives (ARs), to larger networks with hundreds of ARs, ranging in size from small 
to large firms, some with thousands of advisers. It is uncommon to find a principal in our sector with 
only one AR. 

It is unhelpful that both the FCA and HM Treasury consultations have been issued at the same time; 
HM Treasury’s Call of Evidence should have been issued first with the FCA’s consultation and policy 
proposals informed by subsequent feedback. Otherwise, this risks a disjointed approach with already 
well developed FCA policy proposals based on a narrow view and informed by limited data rather than 
valuable wider insight from industry. 
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It is therefore important for HM Treasury to consider and share feedback from this Call for Evidence 
with the FCA - and vice versa - before final decisions are made on the direction of travel.  

Lack of evidence of harms in the mortgage intermediary sector  

We do not believe robust evidence has been supplied to evidence detriment arising from the use of the 
AR regime in the mortgage intermediary sector. Our members are concerned that “good” firms are 
captured in policy proposals due to the inadequate performance and behaviour of a subset of “poor” 
firms, typically in the wholesale, banking, technology, GI and investment space.  

We understand the driver behind the need to consider strengthening the AR regime following the 
failures on London Capital and Finance, Connaught, Woodford and Greensill, as well as FCA thematic 
reviews of the GI and investment management sector, which found significant shortcomings in these 
markets. However, to date, the FCA has been unable to provide evidence of similar harms occurring in 
the mortgage intermediary sector. We therefore feel that any changes need to reflect that there are 
some markets that perform well and that taking a broad brush approach risks unfairly penalising 
mortgage intermediary firms. The current HM Treasury and FCA proposals disproportionately impact 
mortgage intermediary firms, as we do not perceive (and have not been provided with evidence to 
support) there is an increased risk of harm in the mortgage intermediary market through the use of the 
AR model. 

In fact, we have significant anecdotal evidence from mortgage lenders who obtain circa 80% of their 
business from the intermediary sector. This splits broadly 50:50 from Directly Authorised (DA) firms and 
those engaging Appointed Representatives.  Historically they have indicated that they could not identify 
differences in the quality of business from the different channels.  However, in recent times some larger 
lenders have indicated that overall the quality of business is marginally better from networks. The 
biggest gap however, is that the small AR firms are much better than the small DA firms. We have urged 
the FCA to obtain this reliable data as part of our consultation response, as we are unable to obtain this 
information due to claimed Data Protection Act (DPA) constraints.  

Alternative solutions 

We do not consider that the AR regime in the areas of mortgage and protection advice requires any 
significant change. We would ask that if change is to be undertaken, that “carve out” or protections are 
provided to avoid the effective mortgage intermediary market incurring limits to its ability to operate or 
additional costs. 

The proposals in the HM Treasury and FCA papers capture all principal firms that have ARs rather than 
a tailored, specific approach based on areas of concern in specific financial services markets. We 
believe harms should be adequately addressed and controlled by the FCA having greater oversight on 
areas of concern, through more robust monitoring and supervision. For example, past thematic reviews 
identified significant shortcomings in certain markets; this should provide sufficient evidence for the 
FCA to intervene in a targeted manner in these markets. Future thematic reviews will also assist the 
FCA in ongoing monitoring and identification of “pockets” of markets where the AR regime is not 
functioning well.  

The use of the AR regime could also be limited to financial services sectors where the FCA Training 
and Competence (TC) requirements already apply. The TC requirements apply a further layer of 
oversight and monitoring that helps to ensure a principal mortgage intermediary firm appoints and 
manages ARs effectively.     
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Questions 

For users of the AR regime, whether principals or ARs: do you find the regime effective and 
beneficial to your business operations? Explaining your answers in the context of your 
business model would be helpful.  

The AR regime is a common model used in the mortgage intermediary sector. For our member firms 
that operate a network, ARs are a core part of their business operations. In our sector an AR and its 
principal typically share a common commercial objective related to mortgages and ancillary business 
(such as GI and protection).  

The AR regime is well developed, managed, and controlled in our sector and networks in particular are 
sophisticated businesses with extensive resources, systems and controls that grow proportionately to 
the size and number of ARs. The regime brings benefits such as: increased competition and consumer 
choice (as a broader range of firms are able to enter the marketplace); reduced risk of consumer 
financial exclusion; reduced entry costs for new firms (compared to a DA route) and opportunities for 
entrepreneurial AR firms to build and grow businesses under the support and guidance of an 
experienced principal firm. Within the mortgage intermediary sector, we believe the AR regime plays 
an important role in government’s aim of “building back better”. We have seen many success stories in 
recent years with mortgage intermediary AR firms expanding and recruiting staff, this is often within 
local communities or to attract employees from certain demographics (such as women) to the mortgage 
industry. This scale of growth and success would, in our view, be more difficult and take longer to 
achieve had the AR firm chosen the DA route. 

Some of the larger mortgage networks require their ARs to enter into a contract to be an AR of the 
principal for five or even 10 years. This creates a long-term relationship and signals commitment from 
the principal firm to support and nurture the AR, even when there may be issues and challenges along 
the way. This is compared to other financial services sectors where the ‘turnover’ of ARs is likely to be 
more frequent.  

It is therefore important that a proportionate approach is taken to ensure that innovation and competition 
is not stifled in a market that is working well for firms and consumers. It cannot be a “one size fits all” 
approach.  

The Call for Evidence indicates that lenders appoint ARs. In the market today that would be unusual.  
The predominant model is specialist mortgage and protection networks with permissions who appoint 
ARs who then recommend the products of many lenders and insurers. The investment market used to 
operate a similar model, but the application of investment platforms, specialisation of risk and fund 
management models has fundamentally changed that landscape. 

 

Are there any other types of use of the AR regime we have not described above? In this case, 
please describe the business model and the types of firms (or groups, where relevant) that use 
the AR regime.  

We are of the opinion that a traditional network should be viewed as a distinct type of structure and this 
should be defined to ensure it is viewed as separate to a regulatory hosting model. HM Treasury refers 
to networks under the header ‘smaller ARs’ which we do not feel is an accurate reflection of the setup 
in the mortgage intermediary market, as networks can have both small and large ARs. 
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We feel HM Treasury has made a clearer distinction between regulatory hosting and traditional network 
models (under point 2.20 of the consultation) compared to the FCA’s definition. The FCA’s draft 
consultation definition of a regulatory host may inadvertently draw in mortgage intermediary firms 
operating as a network, as there are some principals that are authorised by the FCA and do not have 
advisers within their limited company or authorised entity. The parent legal entity may have other 
companies in the group who are ARs of the authorised entity as well as them approving other firms who 
are not “Companies House” connected. However, it’s important to note the AR firm(s) undertake 
regulated activities in line with the principal firm’s permissions. 

Our members do not offer a “regulatory incubator” service to their ARs. Whilst some may offer training 
academies, this is to ensure that advisers who work in AR firms are properly trained and qualified to 
operate under the requirements of the regulatory regime. Under mortgage regulation (FCA Training and 
Competence Sourcebook) individual mortgage advisers must have passed a professional qualification 
and have been certified as competent by their principal by observation of interviews and documentation. 
The FCA’s Training and Competence Sourcebook does not apply to all financial services sectors.  

We have highlighted in our FCA consultation response that it is important the definition of regulatory 
host does not capture mortgage networks and request that HM Treasury also ensures this clear 
distinction is made. AMI and our member firms are happy to work with the FCA and HM Treasury 
on a more appropriate definition.  If the definition draws in mortgage intermediary networks, this will 
potentially impose significant restrictions on mortgage intermediary firms and risks reducing the size of 
the advice market, reduced competition and reduced access to advice for UK consumers. This cannot 
be allowed to happen.  

 

For multinational firms that use the regime to access UK financial services markets – how do 
you access these markets in other countries?  

No comment. 

 

Do you think the diverse use of ARs across different sub-sectors and business models has been 
a beneficial evolution of the regime? Do you have any concerns with any of the ways in which 
the AR regime is currently used? 

In the mortgage intermediary sector, yes. The evolution of the AR regime has helped our sector to grow 
and flourish. For example, firms have been able to set up under the support, guidance and direction of 
an established and experienced principal. Many of the ARs in our sector are sole traders, providing 
mortgage and protection advice aimed at local communities and/or consumers from a minority 
background, such as ethnic minorities or women. This can help increase consumer access to financial 
products, reduce the risk of consumer financial exclusion, provide greater choice and foster competition.  

In a recent retail banking review, the FCA commented that it believes the increased use of mortgage 
brokers (63% of consumers used a mortgage broker for a new mortgage product in 2015, increasing to 
73% in 2020) has contributed to increased price competition and lower numbers of consumers on 
Standard Variable Rates (SVRs)1. With the AR regime a common structure in our sector, we believe 
the flexibility and opportunity this model provides has played a key role in this growth and also in 
delivering good customer outcomes.   

 

 
1 https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/multi-firm-reviews/strategic-review-retail-banking-business-models-final-report-2022.pdf  

https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/multi-firm-reviews/strategic-review-retail-banking-business-models-final-report-2022.pdf
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Accordingly, as a trade association with members that are ”traditional” users of the AR regime, we 
consider it has been beneficial to UK plc. The more recent expansion of the regime to newer sub-
sectors should have been better controlled by the FCA. The passion they have displayed to allow 
expansion through the sand-box and flexibility around business models to promote competition and 
promote evolution has allowed individuals and firms who have no knowledge of regulation to operate 
in markets. What the FCA sees as “friction” in the consumer journey are necessary checks, balances 
and controls built in over years to avoid harms. We have been disappointed in recent years that the 
FCA has facilitated poor market practice in some cases, at the expense of responsible, traditional firms. 

Do you think the above discussion provides an accurate explanation of the current AR 
regulatory regime? Are there any other elements to the regulatory regime which are important 
to consider? 

This is an accurate reflection of current practice and understanding in the UK mortgage advice market.   

Best practice is seen where the principal limits an AR firm (legal entity and trading name) to only operate 
under that “brand” in the areas it has “appointed”. Where the AR entity wishes to operate other activities 
that must be done under another entity and trading name that is sufficiently different that the consumer 
recognises it is “different”. 

Within the mortgage and protection space principals aspire that an AR firm will only operate under one 
“network”. They may have different networks looking after them for mortgage and protection, but that is 
very much the exception. It might be helpful if such guiding principles were enshrined. 

 

Do you think these policy aims are the right ones for the AR regime? 

One of government’s policy aims is ‘to provide a proportionate regulatory regime which ensures that 
authorised persons maintain effective systems and controls for overseeing the regulated activities which 
ARs undertake’. We agree with this policy aim but do not believe HM Treasury and FCA proposals 
achieve this in relation to the mortgage intermediary sector. As highlighted previously in our response, 
the proposals disproportionately affect mortgage intermediary firms that operate with ARs/as a network 
as we feel there is a lack of evidence on the harms caused by the use of the AR regime in our sector. 

We would consider adding that the regime should protect market integrity by ensuring that those 
entering (i.e. at a firm level) have sufficient knowledge and expertise to protect consumers from harm. 

 

How appropriate and effective do you think the current regulatory approach is at ensuring the 
safe operation of IARs? 

The IAR system has historically been a useful approach in encouraging firms to recognise and “register” 
their sources of business. However not all parts of the FCA handbook require IARs to be recorded.  
Many firms had been formally recognising their “introducers” to assist in monitoring and control.  
However, the FCA recently introduced annual fees for each IAR upon networks. This has created an 
unlevel playing field between DA and AR structures and encouraged many to de-list their IARs where 
they are not required. Where the IAR is only referring basic details and the network and AR are taking 
total responsibility for fact-finding and advice designation, then IAR designation appears superfluous. 
We therefore believe the activity of only referring consumers’ details to an authorised firm or its ARs 
should be exempted from the RAO for all business lines, to remove any ambiguity or inconsistent 
application of the IAR requirements.    
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The sudden and poorly consulted introduction of additional annual fees on networks for IAR’s was one 
of the poorest decisions taken by the FCA since its inception. We would question whether now is 
appropriate for the FCA and HM Treasury to review whether there is genuine need for, and benefit of, 
the IAR model.  

How appropriate and effective do you think the current regulatory approach is at ensuring the 
safe operation of smaller ARs? 

Within our understanding, principal firms apply the same disciplines to smaller and larger AR firms.   

We have significant anecdotal evidence from mortgage lenders who obtain circa 80% of their business 
from the intermediary sector. This splits broadly 50:50 from DA firms and those engaging Appointed 
Representatives. Historically they have indicated that they could not identify differences in the quality 
of business from the different channels.  However, in recent times some larger lenders have indicated 
that, overall, the quality of business is marginally better from networks. The biggest gap however, is 
that the small AR firms are much better than the small DA firms. 

We have urged the FCA as part of our consultation response to obtain this factual data from firms, 
which we are unable to do due to claimed Data Protection Act (DPA) constraints. We would like to 
express our concerns that this does not appear to have been part of regular FCA supervisory analysis 
nor part of the analysis in the FCA AR regime consultation. 

 

How appropriate and effective do you think the current regulatory approach is at ensuring the 
safe operation of larger, more complex ARs? 

Please also note our response to the previous question. 

The challenge of defining at what point the relative size of an AR firm creates a conflict of interest is 
complex. With the financial services model we would argue that much of the harm done by creating 
liability in FSCS has been in smaller DA firms. Where those smaller firms are part of a network they will 
absorb liability within their larger structure. Larger networks with large AR firms are no bad thing, but 
clearly there must be concerns where we have smaller networks with a dominant AR. 

A more proportionate approach would be for the FCA to undertake increased supervision and 
monitoring of principal firms that have larger and more complex ARs, particularly smaller networks with 
a dominant AR. The FCA should be capable of identifying areas of concern and providing resource to 
assess and monitor where they see risk. Alternatively, consideration could be given to principals having 
to advise the FCA when an entity passes a pre-determined cap on the size of an AR either absolutely 
or in relation to the size of the principal firm. FCA can then consider if further reporting or review is 
required. If this was considered, we would expect it to be subject to a separate consultation. We view 
this as a more proportionate approach compared to a blanket limit on the size of ARs.  

There could be a view that indicates that any firm above a certain turnover should not be part of a 
network, but that might unnecessarily break some successful models. The required restructuring costs 
in the network if they gave up such an entity would move significant overhead to the remaining firms.  
Regulation should not be so prescriptive as to dictate the models of firms, which could be viewed as 
anti-competitive. 
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How appropriate and effective do you think the current regulatory approach is at ensuring the 
safe operation of the regulatory host model? 

We are concerned that some of our member firms may inadvertently fall into the definition of regulatory 
host, despite our understanding this is not the intention as they operate as mortgage networks 
(principals that have a group of ARs, sharing a common commercial objective and operating in the 
same market).  

Point (a) and (b) of the FCA’s draft regulatory host definition (the firm does not carry on any regulated 
activities in a principal capacity and the regulated activities carried on by one or more appointed 
representatives of the firm are not connected to any regulated activity undertaken by the firm in a 
principal capacity) does apply to some of our member firms. For example, there are some principals 
that are directly authorised by the FCA and do not have advisers within their limited company or 
authorised entity. The parent legal entity may have other companies in the group who are AR’s of the 
authorised entity as well as them approving other firms who are not “Companies House” connected. 
However, it’s important to note the AR firm(s) undertake regulated activities in line with the principal 
firm’s permissions.  

We feel HM Treasury has made a clearer distinction between regulatory hosting and traditional network 
models (under point 2.20 of the consultation) compared to the FCA’s definition. The FCA’s draft 
consultation definition of a regulatory host may inadvertently draw in mortgage intermediary firms 
operating as a network, as there are some principals that are authorised by the FCA and do not have 
advisers within their limited company. It is therefore important for the definition of regulatory host does 
not capture mortgage networks.  AMI and our member firms are keen to work with HM Treasury 
and the FCA on a more appropriate definition.  

 

Do you think the above discussion is an accurate reflection of the challenges to effective 
operation of the current AR regime? Are there other challenges to fair and effective operation 
of the regime which have not been identified here? Do you think these challenges are 
manageable under the current approach? Do you think the range of regulated activities an AR 
may carry on is appropriate? 

We do not profess to be experts in the entire regulatory regime and the expanded use of the AR regime 
within the wider financial services industry. We share concerns expressed here that by allowing 
expansion of the regime to sectors which may not have been originally envisaged, there have been 
market and firm failures. The FCA could have been more prescient in recognising these foreseeable 
harms and raising the need for change with HM Treasury. 

We do not consider that the AR regime in the areas of mortgage and protection advice requires any 
significant change. Indeed, we would ask that if change is to be undertaken, that “carve out” or 
protections are provided to avoid this effective market incurring limits to its ability to operate or additional 
costs. 
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Do you think changes to the scope of the section 39 exemption for ARs should be considered? 
If so, what changes do you think should be made? How might changes to scope affect ARs, 
principals and their consumers? 

Firstly, we should refer to paragraph 4.6 and the issues ascribed as detriment arising from the AR 
regime by the FCA. We do not see any of these issues as unique to the AR segment. We recognise all 
of these issues as also occurring in the DA firm space, where individual employees and firms 
themselves display similar failings. We are concerned the proposals risk creating an unlevel playing 
field between AR and DA firms. For example, in the DA space there is not a cap on the size of a 
business and attempts to do this in the AR space are in our view anti-competitive. 

We are also concerned about the additional surcharge being levied via the AR and IAR new annual 
FCA levy. We estimate that mortgage intermediary firms are contributing annually in excess of 
£1,500,000 to the FCA via the AR/IAR levy (based on our estimation that there are 6,000 ARs and 
1,000 IARs in our sector). Firms already pay the FCA based on their regulatory turnover. This additional 
cost on networks creates an uneven regulatory playing field between DA firms and principal firms with 
ARs. 

Mortgage and protection intermediary firms contribute approximately 5% of FCA costs. There is no part 
of the FCA where we consider that 5% of resource is allocated to mortgage and protection advice firms. 
Any changes that HM Treasury proposes will need to be assessed with appropriate cost/benefit analysis 
against a sector that is working relatively safely and effectively.  

 

What are your views on the FCA having greater ability to prevent poor oversight of ARs through 
the introduction of a ‘principal permission’? Do you have views on other ways of enhancing the 
FCA’s role in the regulation of principals and their ARs? What do you think would be the benefits 
and risks of enhancing the FCA’s powers to regulate principals or ARs? 

We agree that a ‘principal permission’ gateway is a good idea in theory. However, the FCA should be 
able to achieve its aims through increased supervision and enforcement within its existing regulatory 
powers and through a targeted approach on market sectors that cause greatest concern. We are 
worried that an assessment of a firm’s fitness to act as a principal may be based on a subjective view 
carried out by an individual employee at the FCA. A mortgage network’s entire business model could 
hinge on one decision; therefore, this proposal is potentially significant for our member firms.   

Our view is that the FCA is already equipped with the tools and powers to regulate principals and their 
ARs. There is a need for increased ‘feet on the ground’ supervision. FCA supervisors should experience 
and appreciate the culture of a firm, its employees, its ARs and senior management and gain a deeper 
understanding of the application of its rules and guidance in live environments. This is impossible to 
experience through data alone. Increased ‘feet on the ground’ supervision would also show clear intent, 
acting as a deterrent to poorly behaving principals and ARs. 

An alternative, more proportionate approach would be to consider a ‘principals permission’ gateway for 
principal firms to go through if they have ARs over a pre-determined size (relative to the size of the 
principal firm). This will help the FCA to monitor smaller principal firms with a dominant AR. We would 
expect this proposal to be subject to a specific consultation (akin to HM Treasury’s consultation on a 
financial promotions regulatory gateway), where further detail is provided on how it would operate and 
to seek industry and stakeholder views.  

In any case, it is important that both a principal and an AR’s business is not disrupted. This could be 
achieved by applying a staggered transitional period to ensure that principals do not lose their ability to 
appoint and manage ARs overnight. It is not clear from the initial detail provided whether firms that 
already have ARs would be required to obtain the ‘principal permission’ or whether this would only be 
trigged at the point at which they appoint a new AR. If a ‘principal permission’ gateway is implemented, 
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we believe that existing AR and network principals should be grandfathered this permission without the 
need for additional applications to the FCA. 

We would also suggest that the financial promotions regulatory gateway ought to be embedded and 
operated for a sufficient time to understand the mechanics and processes involved and to highlight 
where improvements may be needed, before a ‘principal permission’ gateway is created.  

We therefore disagree with the suggestion that the FCA’s ability to intervene more directly could be 
enhanced, as we feel the FCA already has the necessary powers to address through principals. It is its 
lack of supervision and enforcement of existing requirements that is the main issue. We disagree with 
the suggestion that the information gathering and investigative powers of the FCA (set out in FSMA) 
could be extended to apply directly to the AR. This risks undermining the role of principal firms as the 
regulated entity. It could exacerbate the current harms identified in some markets, as it may drive 
unintended behaviours and cultures where poorly performing principals perceive they have reduced 
responsibility and oversight. It would also conflict, and undermine, a principal firm’s responsibilities 
under the Senior Managers and Certification Regime.  

 

What do you think would be the benefits and risks of applying more regulatory requirements 
directly to ARs? Are there particular requirements that you think should be applied directly to 
ARs?  

If, in particular, the SM&CR was to be applied to ARs in some form:  

a) What changes, if any, should be made? It would be helpful to refer to the different elements 
of the SM&CR (which are set out in SYS23 of the FCA Handbook) in your answer.  

b) Should there be a differential approach, with some ARs subject to more or fewer requirements 
than others? If so, which business models should be subject to more or fewer requirements? 
Who should oversee these requirements: the principal or the FCA?  

c) What should the relationship between the principal and AR be when assessing the conduct 
standards of employees at an AR? For example, should the principal be ultimately responsible 
for deciding the fitness and propriety of an employee at an AR, or only for reviewing policies 
and procedures for determining fitness and propriety? 

We are concerned that if more regulatory requirements (such as SMCR) are applied to ARs this risks 
a blurring of responsibility and accountability. It also risks creating conflict between the principal and 
AR. If we consider a main aim of SMCR is to raise individual accountability, we cannot see how in 
practice this would operate effectively, as accountability would be spread more thinly across a number 
of individuals within firms that are not directly regulated by the FCA.  

There is a risk that this could dilute the aims and objectives of the SMCR and create confusion amongst 
both principals and ARs. It also conflicts with requirements and guidance under FCA SUP 12 (FCA 
Handbook chapter relating to Appointed Representatives); for example, SUP 12.6.7 states the 
responsibility for the control and monitoring of the appointed representative rests with the senior 
management of the firm. Therefore, extending the SMCR into ARs would require a considerable 
overhaul and revision of the FCA Handbook, as well as a change in firm culture and behaviour and 
considerable work within both the principal and each of its ARs. We believe this is an unnecessary 
exercise when there are existing requirements that already apply to the mortgage intermediary sector 
and provide effective oversight, as well as more suitable alternative solutions (see our comments 
below). Even if the SMCR was applied to ARs in a limited form we still perceive the same risks as 
identified above. 
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The consultation states that mortgage advisers within a principal firm are subject to regular, rigorous 
fitness and propriety assessments and no such assessments apply to an AR mortgage adviser. We 
disagree with this point. Whilst the Certification regime does not apply to ARs, the FCA Training and 
Competence Sourcebook does apply to the mortgage intermediary sector. This Sourcebook requires a 
mortgage intermediary principal to (in relation to both its employees and individuals at an AR): 

• Assess an individual’s competence.  

• Maintain an individuals’ competence and training needs.  

• Require individuals advising on mortgages to obtain an appropriate qualification (such as 
CeMap).  

• Ensure adequate supervision. The level and intensity of supervision will be greater until 
Competent Adviser Status (CAS) is achieved by an individual. CAS has to be achieved by every 
newly qualified mortgage adviser.  

• Keep records on TC compliance.  

Many mortgage networks also provide training academies to help support individuals at their ARs and 
to ensure as the regulated firm they meet the threshold competency requirements. This may not be the 
case in other financial services sectors that apply the AR regime. It is also important to note that not all 
financial services sectors are subject to the TC sourcebook. We believe the AR regime should be limited 
to financial services sectors where the FCA TC requirements already apply. The TC requirements apply 
a further layer of oversight and monitoring that helps to ensure a principal mortgage intermediary firm 
appoints and manages ARs effectively.     

Another significant risk of extending the SMCR to ARs is that ARs could be brought into the definition 
of ‘employee’ of a principal. Considerations would have to be given to how this affects IR35, creating 
fundamental changes, challenges and implications that go much wider than this consultation. 

We also believe applying more regulatory requirements directly to ARs could have implications on 
Professional Indemnity Insurance (PII). This may make PII prohibitively more expensive and/or involve 
the application of additional clauses and terms (such as increased excesses). PI insurers are likely to 
perceive blurring the lines of responsibility as an increased risk, as it would not be as clear cut and 
definitive as the existing SMCR regime. It could also cause confusion and dispute between a principal 
and its AR on liability in the event of a PI claim.  

We would encourage HM Treasury to discuss implications with PI professionals; given we are in a hard 
PII market and there is a small number of providers that underwrite mortgage intermediary PII, there is 
a risk that this proposal reduces capacity in the PI market even further. This could impact on a firm’s 
ability to trade as under FCA requirements it cannot operate without PI cover with a minimum indemnity 
limit, with subsequent effect on consumers and access to advice.  

We appreciate the scale of ARs within the current regime; within our membership we have principals 
with hundreds of ARs that operate sophisticated and complex networks. However, we believe there are 
more effective ways within existing powers that the FCA can help support and guide principals to drive 
the correct behaviours and outcomes.  

No mortgage intermediary firm has an FCA supervisor (some of the larger firms may have one due to 
their parent company), as mortgages are not seen as high risk within the FCA. Instead, our member 
firms have access to the FCA Supervision Hub. Our member firms would benefit from increased 
engagement and dialogue with the FCA outside of the Supervision Hub. However, this is on the basis 
that such engagement provides interpretive guidance based on a firm’s circumstances, as opposed to 
reference to broad guidance in the Handbook that firms currently feel they receive when they contact 
the FCA Supervision Hub. Firms should be made aware of the individuals within their portfolio 
supervision team as we would say that no AMI member firms are aware of this at present.  
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Do you think there is a case for extending the ability of the Financial Ombudsman Service to 
investigate complaints involving the activity of ARs? What do you think the benefits and risks 
of this approach might be? Would this change affect how ARs are used by their principals? 

We do not agree with this proposal, as it risks creating an open-ended duty. We view there are 
significant PII implications that must be considered and discussed with industry in much greater depth. 
If this proposal went ahead, PI insurers are likely to become more risk averse because they will be 
unable to quantify the extent of risk exposure under each insurance contract. This could reduce capacity 
even further in the PI market, at a time when there is a small number (3-4) of PI insurers that underwrite 
mortgage intermediary firms. PII is required by mortgage intermediary firms under FCA rules and 
therefore the inability to source adequate PII cover could force a firm to cease trading, affecting the 
principal firm, ARs and consumers.    

This proposal risks fundamentally altering the structure and landscape of the mortgage intermediary 
sector. Networks in particular may perceive the risk of having ARs as too great given the increased 
scope of responsibility this proposal would bring. They may decide to reduce their number of ARs which 
would reduce competition and consumer choice. Some principals may decide that the perceived risks 
from this proposal far outweigh the benefits of running a network and decide instead to set up a 
compliance business to assist firms with their application for DA status. We question whether a 
migration of firms from AR to DA is what HM Treasury and the FCA wants to achieve and refer back to 
previous comments in our consultation response on the strengths and benefits of a thriving mortgage 
intermediary advice sector and the wider role networks play in supporting the growth and success of 
AR firms.  

We are also concerned that it would create an unlevel playing field between AR and DA firms, as this 
proposal would require principal firms to take responsibility for what ARs do outside of their permissions. 

In the mortgage intermediary sector it is best practice for a network to require AR firms that are involved 
in other activity (i.e. outside the principal’s permissions and activities agreed in the AR contract) to 
operate a separate trading entity for this business. This allows a firm to clearly articulate to a consumer 
that they do not have the associated FOS protections. Perhaps the FCA should mandate this approach, 
rather than the current proposal to extend FOS’s remit, which has greater risks involved. 

We also ask HM Treasury to consider how this would operate in practice if an AR has more than one 
principal but none of them have accepted responsibility for the AR’s actions. Which principal would be 
held responsible? 

The FCA’s consultation on improving the AR regime includes a proposal to require principals to report 
to the FCA specific information on the activities the ARs are permitted to undertake, for inclusion on the 
Financial Services Register. The HM Treasury consultation does not consider this point.  We are 
supportive of the proposal to include the activities the ARs are permitted to undertake on the FS 
Register. We believe as long as the Register is reviewed to ensure it is more consumer friendly and 
clearly explains the structure and relationship of a principal and AR firm, this will help to address some 
of the harms identified with a significantly reduced risk of unintended consequences (compared to the 
proposal to amend the section 39 exemption and make principals responsible for all of their AR’s 
regulated activities). 

 

 


